Intro

DevOps Services
Infrastructure as Code

AgileDev
Delivered by Agile IT
We make IT easy

Who We Are
Agile IT is a Digital Transformation expert focused on Cloud Computing, Security and Software as a Service. We
specialize in migrating and managing IT services for customers looking to get the most from their IT investments. We
strategically partner and align with Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, Okta, VMware and more.

Speed

Time to deployment,
productivity, and
security

Community

Transfer

Emails
Files
Collaboration
Workflows

Build a community of managed
customers that maximizes cloud and
SaaS services to drive their business

Productivity
Office 365
Azure
Amazon Web
Services

Security

Settings

Onboarding
Deployments
Managed services

Continuously deliver best practices and
operations for security and compliance
while maintaining customers’ business
productivity and collaboration

Security

Security Hygiene
Incident response
Compliance
Remediation

Communication

Online
Phone

Digital Transformation

Drive Digital Transformation through
automation, integration, and process
improvements by leveraging modern IT
practices and cloud services

The current reality

Business events trigger modernization
Software end of
support

Contracts, licenses
up for renewal

Datacenter
consolidation

Without software updates, your
business can become vulnerable to
cybersecurity threats, might not meet
regulatory requirements, and might
be out of compliance.

Rather than just renewing current
outsourcing contracts or on-premises
licenses, consider how you can leap
forward through modernization.

Reduce or eliminate expensive
datacenters, lower costs, and explore
new possibilities with modernization.

Protect critical business assets

Business need for new capabilities

With the rise of modern threats, it is critical today to apply
the right level of security on your critical assets and on the
underlying infrastructure they are using.

Out of capacity or contending with Shadow IT?
Remain relevant to business units by delivering new cloud
capabilities and value with speed and agility.

Solutions for Microsoft Azure
AgileDevOPS
Build, manage, and continuously
deliver cloud applications.

AgileProtect

AgileDev

Data protection and restore
services for files, database, servers,
and more.

Cloud enablement of legacy LOB
applications and new services to
leverage cloud platform services

AgileSecurity

AgileDatacenter
Infrastructure migrations and
deployments for cloud compute
capacity and scale on demand

AgileCover
Automated and optimized
management and compliance.

Unified and managed security
services with enabled advanced
threat protection.

What is DevOps?
People. Process. Products.

Build
&
Test

“
DevOps is the union of people,
process, and products to
enable continuous delivery of
value to your end users.

Deploy

Continuous
Delivery

Develop

”

Plan
&
Track

Operate

Monitor
&
Learn

High Performance DevOps Companies Achieve…
2,555x Faster Lead

46x Deployment

Time For Changes

Frequency
Faster

Time to Market

7x Lower Change
Failure Rate

DevOps

$

Increased
Revenue

2,604x Faster Mean
Time to Recover

Source: 2018 Accelerate: State of DevOps: Strategies for a New Economy." N. Forsgren, J. Humble, G. Kim. DevOps Research and Assessment (DORA)

DevOPS Basics
2) Code Repository

3) Build

4) Test

5) Deploy to Cloud

Application

1) Developers
Azure
6) Monitor and Improve

Introducing Azure DevOps

Azure Boards

Deliver value to your users faster
using proven agile tools to plan,
track, and discuss work across
your teams.

Azure Pipelines

Build, test, and deploy with CI/CD that
works with any language, platform,
and cloud. Connect to GitHub or any
other Git provider and deploy
continuously.

Azure Repos

Get unlimited, cloud-hosted
private Git repos and collaborate
to build better code with pull
requests and advanced file
management.


Azure Test Plans

Test and ship with confidence
using manual and exploratory
testing tools.

Azure Artifacts

Create, host, and share packages with
your team, and add artifacts to your
CI/CD pipelines with a single click.

https://azure.com/devops

@DonovanBrown

Azure DevOps: Choose what you love

Any Language, Any Platform

Mix and match
to create
workflows with
tools from
Microsoft, open
source or your
favorite
3rd party tools

Azure
DevOps lets
developers
choose the
tools and
languages that
are right for
them

Target any cloud, on-prem or both and deploy to the servers you need
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Thank You!

Thank You!
We make IT easy

Questions?

